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criminal case prosecuted elsewhere, non-conviction based forfeiture 502
see also civil asset recovery, US, non-conviction based forfeiture
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criminal culpability, strategic tools and future development 745–6
criminal fraud see fraud in criminal law
criminal intelligence use, organised economic crime 70–72, 74
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criminal justice system and UK common law 553–62
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disclosure obligations 556–8
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failed prosecutions and US RICO legislation comparison 558–9
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sentencing regime 560
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witness testimony 559–60
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China, insider trading regulation 267, 274–5, 276
corporate criminal liability introduction 384–5
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see also criminal justice system; judicial approaches; sanctions; sentencing
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criminal property pursuit and asset recovery,
UK 447–61
civil recovery 457–61
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corruption and embezzlement by political leaders 447–8
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drug trafficking effects 447
‘innocent owners’ provision 459–61
prison sentences as deterrent 447, 448
victims of theft, protection of 459
criminal property pursuit and asset recovery,
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confiscation priorities 448–9
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